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It’s Peak Tractor Season
by Hana Newcomb
When I was a kid, I spent many
long hours driving a tractor,
mowing down grass and rye with
a bushhog (that’s a word like
Kleenex, a brand name for a large
rotary mower that is powered by
a tractor). My dad would take me
to a rented field along Lewinsville
Road, or down Springhill Road
in McLean, or behind Hazleton’s
Laboratory off Towlston Road,
and he would do the first outside
pass of the field with me so I
would have an outline to follow,
and then he would leave me to
mow this huge sea of grass. I
remember that mulberries were
ripening during mowing season,
and we would eat them as we
made that first pass because the
branches were hanging over the
edge of the field.
Then that kind of mowing
became my sister Lani’s job and
I moved to sickle bar mowing, a
much more finicky machine that
required a certain finesse. She
was the queen of the bushhog
with her John Deere 2010 and I
was the master of the sickle bar
with my Farmall C. Like rival sports
teams, we talked trash about
each other’s type of mower. Mine
was definitely the more elegant
mower as it left the six foot tall rye
grass intact, cutting it deftly at the

base of the plant and letting it fall
straight behind it, not all tangled
up and chewed to bits. The
bushhog was a monster, the sickle
bar was a fine tool. But if the grass
was already lying down because
of wind or rain, my mower could
not do a thing with it. Conditions
needed to be ideal (hot and dry
and vertical) for the sickle bar to
do its work.
Meanwhile, our dad would be off
planting corn, which he did about
twice a week in one of those many
fields scattered between Odricks
Corner and the home farm. And
somewhere, another tractor
driver was disking up ground,
starting to get it ready for seeds.
On the days when all the tractors
were running at once – mowing,
raking, baling, disking – my father
would feel the joy of high tractor
season. When all the tractors were
working as hard as they could, he
knew we were at peak efficiency.
He said in May and June, all the
tractors should be going all the
time.
Last week, late on Tuesday
afternoon, I looked around
from my seat on the tractor as I
was making beds for the sweet
potatoes. There was my nephew
Michael on the big Kubota with
the bat-wing mower, mowing all
around all the fields, in 15-foot
swaths. His brother Stephen was
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As the season picks up, Friday
afternoon becomes a race to
get all the veggies washed and
packed for markets the next day.
on the big red tractor, disking
ground we need to have ready
soon. Longtime farmer Casey
was laying plastic with the small
Kubota. And I thought of my
father who has been gone for 38
years now, and how pleased he
would be to see all these tractors
working at the same time, getting
it all done.
We are in peak tractor season.
It’s the best.
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Early morning skies serve as a palliative for any
aches and woes that accompany earlier wake up
times. Photo taken around 6:15 a.m. in Loudoun.
by Meredith Lindsey
I came home looking like a scarecrow: long sleeve
shirt under overalls, wide brimmed hat, caked with
dust like a parched river bed. “How did you survive
wearing all those clothes in the heat?” remarked my
neighbor. But I felt good. I didn’t have a heat stroke;
I didn’t have sunburn.
When I was 13, my 33-year-old uncle died of
melanoma. His wife noticed there was blood on his
white undershirts in the same place every time she
did laundry. A mole that had always been on his back
had started bleeding – a sure sign of metastasis. It
was too late.
When you work in the sun and your skin is sensitive
to it, you must be proactive, even if you must look
like a scarecrow. But you don’t have to: industries
have capitalized on the increasing awareness of skin

cancer and the aging properties of too much sun.
Take advantage of it – you can find clothes and hats
with SPF embedded in them everywhere. If that’s
not your jam, just wear a hat. Apply sunscreen
before you get to work. And reapply often – every
two hours or whenever you sweat a lot. Choose a
“broad spectrum” sunscreen 30 SPF or higher that
is water-resistant.
“If you’re thirsty, it’s too late,” my coach used to
say about hydration. He was right. According to the
Cleveland Clinic, “If you’re thirsty, you’re already
mildly dehydrated, and that can cause symptoms like
headache, fatigue, dizziness and more.” If you know
you’ll be working on the farm in heat, you should
start hydrating the night before and the morning of.
Always keep water on you and keep sipping, even if
you aren’t thirsty.

Meet the Neighbors: Marker-Miller Orchards

Marker-Miller Orchards (of www.MarkerMillerO rc hards.c om
Frederick Cty, VA) was founded
in 1930 as an apple orchard. Over
the years it has expanded to grow
peaches, plums, pears, apricots,
and a variety of vegetables and
other fruits. Today, the fourth and
fifth generation of the family are
farming the land.
Marker-Miller Orchards Farmers
Markets sells their produce here
at PVF and their own store. They
also sell fresh baked pies, apple
cider donuts, ice cream, and
fudge.
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Salty Water

by hc
The sweat on my forehead
gathers until a bead large enough
breaks the tension and slides down
my nose, jumping over the sweat
glistening on my upper lip. Salty
water leaving my body. It’s the last
day of May, a Wednesday, and the
forecast predicts temperatures
will surpass 90 degrees. I started
the day early, with the hopes
of knocking out some weeding
“before it got hot.” This bindweed
is getting out of hand. Looking
to my left, I see the 20 feet of
onions I’ve weeded so far. A small
sense of accomplishment sparkles
within me. To the right, the rest
of the plants wait amongst the
thistle sprouts and the bindweed
vines that have twined their way
around the onion greens. Is it
really only 8:30?! How is it this
HOT?! On a different day, I’d finish
weeding the entire bed and then
stand up, stretch and drink some
water. With these temperatures
and my commitment to hydration,
drinking and refilling my water
bottle like my life depends on it,
I pause three times. You know
what they say, “hydrate or diedrate, baby.” And it’s back to the
weeds, because, as I’m trying to
rewire my brain to believe, I work
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hard and I finish what I start.
At some point in my past, I
picked up the brain story that
I’m lazy and I leave unfinished
tasks piling up behind me. What a
bunch of self-shrinking nonsense.
It’s time to rewrite that narrative,
to see that, actually, the opposite
is true. Completing farm tasks
mostly alone at Second Spring, a
neighbor farm in Loudoun, I get
plenty of time to self reflect, to turn
within and see what’s going on.
As I liberate the onions from their
binds, I wonder where did that
old narrative start? Did I inherit it,
learn it, teach it to myself? Exhale.
Release the pathologizing. Pinch
and pull the bindweed up up UP
until it releases from the ground,
careful to leave the still-growing
onion rooted to earth. Inch by

Helen Roades, they/them
You can find me working at the farm in Vienna during the week
and at the farmers markets on Sundays. I started at PVF last fall
and absolutely fell in love with it. Originally, I planned just to
work the fall and move on to something else next but I ultimately
decided I couldn’t leave this community without working a full
season. PVF feels like a home to me! I’ve been vegan about 6 years
and one of my favorite things about working for PVF is access to
such wonderful veggies. I like to make all sorts of things with the
food we get and I’ve gotten to try so many new veggies already.
I’m a big fan of throwing a bunch of stuff together in a salad.
This season, I’m looking forward to getting to know all our lovely
workers, learning to cook new things, and hopefully getting a bit
stronger in the process!

inch, working my way down this
row, wiping sweat from my brow.
“I work hard,” I mutter to myself.
“I’m almost done, and I’m not
giving up. I finish what I start.”
Somewhat recently, I learned
the hard way that electrolytes
are important for people who
aren’t athletes or experiencing
a hangover. Water alone isn’t
enough; turns out my body wants
and needs more than H2O. It had
been an incredibly hot day, one
of my first summer farming days,
and as I lay on the cool bathroom
tile, moaning about a headache,
my roommate brought me lemon
water with salt, sugar, and a
straw. “Sip this,” she encouraged.
“It’s like a DIY sports drink.
You need electrolytes.” What a
potion! I could tell my body loved
what the electrolytes were doing,
even if I didn’t exactly understand
how they worked. I asked my
roommate and she muttered
something like “moving fluids
around and restoring minerals.”
I finished what I started. No
more bindweed choking the
onions. Hours later, at home, I roll
a lemon between my palms before
slicing it in half and squeezing
each hemisphere into a jar. I add
salt and rosemary sugar and stir
with a straw until it dissolves.
SLURP SLURP SLURP. Rehydrate.
Electrolyte style. Thank you, salty
water.
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Meredith, she/her
I’ve worked at PVF since fall 2021, and I’m most likely to be found
farming in Vienna. I hope my relationship with PVF is symbiotic, but I know
I probably benefit more. Being outdoors and focused on a singular task is
like meditation. Being around smart people who care about the impact
to our earth and to each other is like deep breathing. Being included in
potluck and listening to the conversation is like belonging. Hana and
Carrie’s patience with my often chaotic schedule and forgetfulness is
like a warm embrace. I can only hope that PVF feels I do all tasks with
diligence and care. I love veggies, especially from PVF. I like to eat them
as raw as possible in salads or cut up as snacks with hummus or dip. I look
forward to becoming less of a PVF novice and gaining knowledge about
PVF practices, tasks, and values.
Maggie, she/her
I’m excited to be back for my second season of farming
at PVF! I started here last June, so I’ve now come full circle.
I can be found most often either drinking bubble tea or on
the Loudoun farm where I live (or both!), but I’m changing
things up this year and working on the Vienna farm about
once a week as well (variety is the spice of life and all that)!
My favorite way to eat our veggies is at our weekly potlucks.
My coworkers/friends/PVF found family are so creative and
put together the most delicious foods! Plus, food tastes
best when eaten and shared with others. This season, I’m
excited to grow into myself more and for garlic scapes (the
time is upon us!), garlic, beans, sorrel, and blueberries! But
really, the list could go on. Happy eating, everyone!
Sven Jansen, he/him
I am most likely found
farming in Vienna. I’d love to
be found on a beach taking
in sun and tasting the salty
air. This is my second season

with PVF. I love it here. I
am able to learn everything
I want about farming. I
am also able to work with
people who care about the
planet. Being South African
means I love to bbq. I enjoy
cooking on fire the most.
A baked potato on open
coals can not be beat. At
my home I am growing
a few things from South
Africa. Gem squash being a
favorite. I am also growing
Peri Peri peppers which
are from Mozambique. For
personal growth I just want
to absorb all things farming
this season and maybe make
some friends along the way.

Isabel, she/her
I’m
most
likely to be
found working
in Loudoun or
at the Arlington
farmers market.
I started at
PVF in 2011 as
a summer teen
employee, and
this is my fifth
season
back
as a grown up
farm worker.
I can’t wait to roast delicata squash,
eat green zebra tomatoes right off the
vine, and even cook up a little zucchini
because I’m a good sport.

